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Invisible
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Petrified
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Restrained
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Concentrating

NAVIGATION
Features Equipment Roleplay

Spells Look Up
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Burrowing
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FEATURES & TRAITS
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REACTION

NAME QTY DETAILSWEIGHT

EQUIPMENT

WEIGHT CARRIED

CURRENCY

COPPER SILVER ELECTRUM GOLD PLATINUM MIMICS

ATTUNED

CARRYING CAPACITY PUSH/DRAG/LIFT
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BONDS

IDEALS

GOALS

CHARACTER BACKSTORY

WRITE THAT DOWN

ACQUAINTANCES & FRIENDS & FOES

CHARACTER APPEARANCE

FLAWS



CASTING ABILITY MOD SPELL SAVE DC

+ 8 + PB =

SPELL ATTACK MOD

= PB +

CASTING ABILITY MOD SPELL SAVE DC

+ 8 + PB =

SPELL ATTACK MOD

= PB +

CANTRIPS
NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATION

1ST LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

2ND LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

3RD LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

4TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

5TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

6TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

7TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

8TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS

9TH LEVEL

NAME RANGE COMPONENTSSAVE/ATTACK TIME CONC. DURATIONPREP

SLOTS
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